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Abstract
Recent years have witnessed a substantial increase in the deep learning architec-
tures proposed for visual recognition tasks like person re-identification, where
individuals must be recognized over multiple distributed cameras. Although
deep Siamese networks have greatly improved the state-of-the-art accuracy, the
computational complexity of the CNNs used for feature extraction remains an
issue, hindering their deployment on platforms with with limited resources, or in
applications with real-time constraints. Thus, there is an obvious advantage to
compressing these architectures without significantly decreasing their accuracy.
This paper provides a survey of state-of-the-art pruning techniques that are suit-
able for compressing deep Siamese networks applied to person re-identification.
These techniques are analysed according to their pruning criteria and strategy,
and according to different design scenarios for exploiting pruning methods to
fine-tuning networks for target applications. Experimental results obtained us-
ing Siamese networks with ResNet feature extractors, and multiple benchmarks
re-identification datasets, indicate that pruning can considerably reduce net-
work complexity while maintaining a high level of accuracy. In scenarios where
pruning is performed with large pre-training or fine-tuning datasets, the number
of FLOPS required by the ResNet feature extractor is reduced by half, while
maintaining a comparable rank-1 accuracy (within 1% of the original model).
Pruning while training a larger CNNs can also provide a significantly better
performance than fine-tuning smaller ones.
Keywords: Deep Learning, Convolutional Neural Networks, Siamese
Networks, Complexity, Pruning, Domain Adaptation, Person Re-identification.
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1. Introduction
Deep learning architectures like the convolutional neural network (CNN)
have achieved state-of-the-art accuracy across a wide range of visual recogni-
tion tasks, at the expense of growing complexity (deeper and wider networks)
that require more training samples and computational resources. In order to
deploy these architectures on compact platforms with limited resources (e.g.,
embedded systems, mobile phones, portable devices), and for real-time pro-
cessing (e.g., video surveillance and monitoring, virtual reality), their time and
memory complexity and energy consumption should be reduced [1]. Conse-
quently, there is a growing interest in effective methods able to accelerate and
compress deep networks.
Providing a reasonable trade-off between accuracy and efficiency has become
an important concern in person re-identification (ReID), a key function in sev-
eral monitoring and surveillance applications ranging from video surveillance
to sports video analytics. Systems for person ReID typically seek to recognize
the same individuals that previously appeared over a non-overlapping network
of video surveillance cameras (see illustration in Fig. 1). These systems face
many challenges in real world application that are either related to data or the
network architecture. Data related challenges that affects the ReID accuracy
include the limited amount of annotated training data, ambiguous annotations,
limitations of person detection and tracking techniques, variations in pose, scale
and illumination, occlusions, and low resolution images.
To address these issues, most state-of-the-art approaches for person reID
rely on deep Siamese networks (that integrate CNNs for feature extraction)
to learn an embedding where similar image pairs (with the same identity) are
close to each other, while dissimilar image pairs (with different identities) are
distant from each other [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. While this network can provide
a high level of accuracy, achieving this performance comes with the cost of
millions or even billions of parameters, a challenging training procedure, and the
requirement for GPU acceleration. For instance, the ResNet50 CNN [9], with it
50 convolutional layers, contains about 23.5M parameters (stored in 85.94MB of
memory), and requires 6.3 billion floating point operations (FLOPs) to process
a color image of size 256 × 128 × 3. Such complex networks are unrealistic for
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Figure 1: Illustration of a typical person re-identification system.
many real-time applications. Accordingly, the computer vision and machine
learning communities have shown a great deal of interest for compressing such
networks without compromising their predictive accuracy.
Several approaches have been proposed for compression of deep neural net-
works. These approaches can be divided into five classes that perform low-rank
factorization, transferred convolutional channels, knowledge distillation, quan-
tization and pruning. Low-rank factorization approaches [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]
perform matrix decomposition to estimate information parameters of the a net-
work. However, low-rank approaches suffer from number of issues – computa-
tionally expensive matrix decomposition, layer by layer low-rank approximation
that diminish the possibility of global compression, and extensive model retrain-
ing to achieve convergence. Some network compression approaches [16, 17, 18,
19], categorized as transferred convolutional channels, design special structural
convolutional channels to reduce the parameter space which eventually make
them computationally efficient, but application dependent and support training
only from scratch. Knowledge distillation approaches [20, 21, 22, 23] train a
smaller or shallow deep network with distilled knowledge of a large deep net-
work, but are also sensitive to applications and support the training only from
scratch. In quantization approaches, each parameter of a network is represented
with a reduced bit rate, either by reducing the precision, employing a look-up
table, or combining similar values. Most of the quantization based compression
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approaches [24, 25, 26] take extra computational time may be required to access
a look up table or to undo an encoding to restore the original value. In contrast,
pruning seeks to reduce the number of connections or retrain either the whole,
or part, of the network with a freshly trained replacement. Pruning methods
typically focuses on analyzing the network for the weights or channels with the
least impact on performance, and then removing them. Thus, in addition to
have compressed network, pruning methods can have benefits such as reduc-
ing over-fitting, not sensitive to applications and support training the network
both from pre-trained ones and from scratch. Therefore, pruning approaches
have draw a great deals of attention from the network compression community.
Challenges of pruning include the lack of data for pruning during the fine-tuning
phase, the computational complexity associated with retraining after a pruning
phase, and the reduction of capacity to learn of a model, which can impact the
accuracy when the learning step is done on the pruned model.
Pruning techniques [27, 28, 29, 30, 31] are among the most widely used com-
pression methods with deep neural networks, and have been shown to effectively
prune well-known CNNs for general image classification problems like CIFAR10,
MNIST and ImageNet. This paper provides a survey of state-of-the-art pruning
techniques that are suitable for compressing deep Siamese networks for applica-
tions in person re-identification. These techniques are categorized according to
their pruning criteria to select channels, and to their strategy to reduce chan-
nels. In particular, we categorize techniques using criterion based on weights
and based on feature maps. We also differentiate techniques according to prun-
ing strategy: 1) prune Once and then fine-tune 2) prune iteratively on trained
model 3) prune using regularization 4) prune by minimizing the reconstruction
errors, and 5) prune progressively.
In addition to the survey, we propose several different design pipelines or
scenarios to leverage the state-of-the-art pruning methods during pre-training
and/or fine-tuning. A typical design scenario consists of four stages: (1) train
a larger network with large dataset from the source domain (i.e ImageNet), (2)
prune the trained large model based on some pruning criterion to select channels,
(3) re-train the pruned network to re-gain the accuracy, and finally (4) fine-tune
the re-trained network using a limited dataset from the target application. There
are two common assumptions for this design scenario. First, a large and over-
parameterized network is trained, using a large dataset, is crucial to provide a
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strong feature representation. The pruning process used to select and reduce
the network will yield a set of redundant channels that does not significantly
reduce accuracy. Under this scenario, a deep Siamese network would therefor
over train on a smaller network from scratch [31, 32, 33, 34]. Second, both
the pruned model and its corresponding weights are essential for optimizing
a final efficient network [29]. Thus, most of the approaches in literature tend
to prune channels of a fine-tuned network, rather than a pre-trained network.
This paper present other design scenarios that apply when pruning networks
that have been pre-trained on large dataset and that require a fine-tuning to a
target application.
Finally, this paper presents an extensive experimental evaluation and anal-
ysis of different pruning techniques and relevant design scenarios on 3 bench-
mark datasets for person reID – the Market-1501 [35], CUHK03-NP [36], and
DukeMTMC-reID [37]. Pruning techniques are compared using Siamese net-
works with ResNet feature extractors, in terms of accuracy and complexity for
person reID applications in mind.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide
some background on the baseline deep Siamese network for person ReID with
triplet loss. Section 3provides a taxonomy and description of the state-of-the-
art pruning methods. Finally, Sections 5 and 6 described the experimental
methodology (benchmark datasets, protocol and performance measures), and
comparative results, respectively.
2. Deep Siamese Networks for Person ReID
The idea of using deep Siamese networks for biometric authentication and
verification originates from Bromeley et al. [38], where two sub-networks with
shared weights encode feature embeddings for pair-wise matching between a
query and reference (gallery) images. These networks were first used in [39]
that employs three feature extraction sub-networks for deep feature learning.
Then, various deep learning architectures were proposed to learn discriminative
feature embeddings. Most of these architectures [2, 7, 4, 5, 5, 8] employ end-to-
end training, where both feature embedding and metric are learned as a joint
optimisation problem.
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2.1. Network architecture:
A Siamese network is trained to encode feature embedding model for pair-
wise matching. Deep Siamese networks are designed by using two or more
identical CNN feature extractors. These feature extractors share the same pa-
rameters and weights, and are commonly implement with CNNs suitable for
classification. Once the features are extracted for a pair of images, the network
than uses a matcher to produce a similarity score to determine if the pair if
images are from the same or different classes. This similarity measure is often
the Euclidean or cosine distance between the two feature representations. Sim-
ilarity can also be assessed using a Softmax layer with two classes, where one
neuron represents same class and the other different class. For a given query
image, the system provides a ranked list of matching score for every reference
image in the gallery, where the highest score represents the network’s prediction
for the input image. A threshold is commonly applied on predictions in order
to reject a prediction if the highest similarity score is too low.
An important step toward designing Siamese network is to choose an appro-
priate feature extractor sub-network, which is considered to be the backbone of
the main Siamese architecture. They are trained with labelled data to extract
features from input image of individuals to perform pair-wise matching. Any
CNN networks such as VGG, Inception, ResNet, DenseNet, etc., can be used as
feature extractor. It has been shown experimentally that the deeper CNNs, like
e.g., ResNet50, ResNet101 and DenseNet, are better to address the challenges
of ReID, but the computational complexity and over-fitting make these CNNs
unsuitable for deployment in real-time applications. In contrast, the more shal-
low CNNs, like e.g., ResNet18 and ResNet34, provide lower re-identification
accuracy. In this paper, we focus on using state-of-the-art pruning techniques
to compress the larger CNNs, and thereby affect a better trade-off between the
accuracy and complexity. We also explore different design scenarios for pruned
the network when fine-tuning is required on target operational data.
CNNs for feature extraction can either be (1) initialized using pre-trained
channels that are trained on a large dataset (i.e., ImageNet), and then fine-
tuned to the target operational domain data, (2) or be trained from scratch
directly on the target operational domain data. Using pre-trained networks is
usually a more viable solution since CNN feature extractors need many training
samples in order to learn parameters in an optimal region. But pre-training is
6
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Figure 2: Triplet Training Architecture. Anchor and positive samples are same individual,
whereas negative sample is different individual. These triplet set is fed through three identical
networks. The triplet loss function optimizes the network parameters in such a way that
minimizes the intra-class distances while maximizing the inter-class distance.
not always a good solution in cases where the target operational dataset different
significantly from the pre-training dataset. In person ReID applications, most
state-of-the-art methods use pre-trained CNNs since they outperformed training
CNN feature extractors from scratch.
2.2. Triplet loss function:
In Siamese architecture, two identical networks use the same weights while
working on the feature vector of two different input images. Thus, in training
process, the network tries to minimize the intra-class distance and maximize
the inter-class distances mostly using pair-wise loss, such as softmax loss [4].
However, the number of parameters will increase linearly with number of identity
which makes it impractical to learn an N-way softmax classifier. In contrast,
with triplet loss using Siamese architecture (i.e. three identical network for
three inputs as shown in Figure 2), a deep feature embedding is learnt that
typically address the issue of large number identity. Therefore, triplet loss is
very efficient and become one of the most used losses for multiple applications.
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During training, for a given mini-batch I = {Ii}Ni=1 with labels {yi}Ni=1, we
randomly sample a triplet {Ia, Ip, In}, where, (Ia, Ip) is a pair of images of the
same individual, and (Ia, In) is that of different individual. The corresponding
features from the backbone networks are fa, fp and fn. The most common form
of triplet loss is as follows:
LT =
1
NT
∑
a,p,n
ya=yp 6=yn
[
m+ d (fa, fp)− d (fa, fn)
]
+ (1)
where,
[
.
]
+
= max(., 0), m denotes a margin, NT represents the number of all
possible set of triplets in the mini-batch, and d is the Euclidean loss. Different
variants of triplet loss have already been in play with moderate success. Her-
mans et al. [3] define a hard triplet loss based metric embedding which considers
the triplet set within the mini-batch. The core idea is to form a batches by ran-
domly sampling person, and then sampling number of images of each person.
For each sample in the batch, it selects the hardest positive and the hardest
negative samples within the batch when forming the triplets for computing the
loss:
LTBH =
1
Ns
Ns∑
a=1
[
m+ max
yp=ya
d (fa, fp)− min
yp 6=ya
d (fa, fn)]+ (2)
where, Ns is the set of all hard triplets.
3. Techniques for Pruning CNNs
Currently, in literature, pruning techniques operate on two different levels.
First, techniques for weight level pruning focuses on pruning individual weights
of a network. In contrast, techniques for channel level pruning prunes away the
output channel and input channel of convolution layers. While weight pruning
techniques can achieve high compression rate and good acceleration, its per-
formance depends on a good sparse convolution algorithm which is unavailable
and does not perform well on all platform. For this survey, we focus on channel
pruning techniques which do not rely on other algorithms, and have been exten-
sively studied in literature. This section presents a survey of channel pruning
techniques, and summary of experimental result from the literature.
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3.1. Channel Pruning Taxonomy:
The objective of pruning is to remove unnecessary parameters from a neural
network. For channel pruning, the objective is to remove all the parameters of
a channel (output or input). Removing these parameters is done to reduced the
complexity of network while trying to maintain a comparable accuracy. There
are several ways of categorizing these different methods, one of them is described
in Table 1.
Table 1: A Taxonomy of techniques according to pruning strategyto reduce chanels.
Pruning Strategy Methods
Prune Once
Hao Li[31]
Redundant Channels[40]
Entropy[32]
Iterative Pruning
Molchanov[30]
Play and Prune[41]
FPGM[42]
Pruning using regularization
Auto-Balance[43]
Play and Prune[41]
Pruning by minimizing
reconstruction error
ThiNet[44]
Channel Pruning[33]
Progressive Pruning PSFP[34]
In this taxonomy, Prune Once refers to techniques that prune the network
one time and then fine-tune the network [31, 40, 32]. Iterative Pruning is a type
of pruning that is done iteratively on a trained model that alternate between
pruning and fine-tuning[30]. Pruning by regularization is usually done by adding
a regularization term to the original loss function in order to leave the pruning
process for the optimization[43, 41]. Pruning by minimizing the reconstruction
error is a family of algorithms that tries to minimize the difference of outputs
between the pruned and the original model. Progressive pruning, while very
similar to iterative pruning, differs in that it can start directly from a model
that wasn’t trained and progressively prune it during training.
In order to facilitate the analysis of different pruning methods, we also cat-
egorise techniques according to type of pruning criterion, presented in Table
2.
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Table 2: A Taxonomy of techniques according to pruning criteria to select channels.
Based on Weights Based on Feature Maps
Hao Li[31]
Auto-Balanced[43]
Redundant Channel[40]
PSFP[34]
FPGM[42]
Play and Prune[41]
ThiNet[44]
Entropy[32]
Channel Pruning[33]
Molchanov[30]
With this taxonomy, algorithms are divided into two categories, the first one are
weight-based methods that applies the evaluation criteria directly on the weights
of the channel. As for feature map based techniques, the pruning criteria will
be applied on the feature maps produced by a convolutional layer.
Pruning neural networks comes with many challenges. The first major chal-
lenge is the pruning criteria. The criteria needs to be able to discern the pa-
rameters that contribute to the accuracy and the ones that do not. The second
major challenge is finding an optimal pruning compression. This compression
ratio is essential since we need to find a compromise between the reduction of
complexity for model and the loss of accuracy. The third and last challenge is
the retraining and pruning schedule of the model. The pruning could be done in
one iteration but the damage done to the network will be considerable. On the
counter part, we could prune and retrain iteratively which reduces the damage
done at each iteration but this will take much longer to apply. The retraining of
the pruned network could also be problematic since we could overfit the model
or get caught in local minimums.
3.2. Description of methods:
This subsection will be presenting and explaining different pruning algo-
rithms for each pruning family presented in the taxonomy. For ease of notations,
we are going to refer a convolution tensor as W with W ∈ Rnout×nin×k×k, nin
the number of input channels, nout the number of output channels, k the kernel
size. An output channel tensor i is then defined as Wi, an individual weight is
defined as w. For feature map, H represents an output of a convolution layer,Hi
then represent the output channel of a feature map. For ease of notation, we do
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not mention the layer index of unless necessary, therefore W or H can be any
convolution layer or feature map at any index.
3.2.1. Criteria based on weights:
The Hao Li [31] pruning algorithm is layer-by-layer method which means it
will pruned the network one layer at a time. This algorithm’s pruning criteria
is simple and could be done in four easy steps for each layer:
1. For each channel in each layer i, we calculate the absolute sum of a channel
weights using individual weight wk of each channel j
Sj =
∑
|wk| (3)
2. Sort the channels from smallest score to the biggest
3. Prune m channels with smallest sum value and their corresponding maps
in the next layer. The corresponding channels in the next convolution
layer are also removed
The retraining could be done in two different ways:
1. Prune once over multiple layers and retrain (more adapted for resilient
layers)
2. Prune channels one by one and retrain each time (more adapted for layers
that are less resilient)
For this algorithm, we chose to mix the two retraining methods to come up with
pruning N channels before retraining.
The second weight method that will be presented is the redundant channel
pruning [40]. This method’s idea is to pruned channels that are similar to the
ones that are kept. To do so, the authors proposed to regroup each channel
of a layer in nf clusters depending on a similarity score being higher than a
preassigned threshold τ . To determined the similarity between these channels,
the authors proposed to use the cosine similarity between the weights of the
channels.
SIMC(Ca, Cb) =
∑
Wi∈Ca,Wj∈Cb SIMC(Wi,Wj)
|Ca| × |Cb| > τ
a, b = 1, ..., nout; a 6= b; i = 1, ...|Ca|; j = 1, ...|Cb|; i 6= j
(4)
With the calculation of SIMC of two output channel given below:
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SIMC(Wi,Wj) =
Wi ·Wj
‖Wi ‖·‖Wj‖ (5)
Equation 5 gives us the ability to determine the similarity between two channels
by calculating the cosine of the angle between two vectors of dimension n. The
pruning of one specific layer could be done in 2 steps:
1. Group the channels in the same cluster if cos(θ) from equation 4 is above
the threshold τ
2. Randomly sample one channel in each cluster and pruned the remaining
ones of each cluster.
The threshold τ acts as the compression ratio in this pruning algorithm where
a low threshold means a high compression rate and vice versa.
The third weight-based method that will be presented is the Auto-Balanced
pruning [43] that uses the same pruning criteria as the Hao Li algorithm which
is a L1 norm of weight kernels to determine the ranking of the channels. But
this method adds a regularization term during the training to transfer the rep-
resentational capacity of the channels we want to pruned to the remaining ones.
In order to calculate this transfer of representational capacity, the authors pro-
posed to separate the channels in two subsets at the beginning of each pruning
iteration. In order to assign the channels to their subset, the authors used the
L1 norm of the weights of the channels. The vec function is used to flatten the
weight matrix into a vector and Mi,j the metric measuring the importance of.
Here, we use the notation of Wi,j with i represent the layer index and j the
output channel index.
Mi,j = ‖vec(Wi,j))‖1 (6)
Once the L1 score has been calculated for each channel, they are then assigned
to one of the subsets depending on the threshold θ which is fixed depending on
the desired number of remaining channels per layer.
Mi,j > θi ∀Wi,j ∈ Pi (7)
Mi,j < θi ∀Wi,j ∈ Ri (8)
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The channels in subset R (remaining) and subset P (to pruned) are then adjusted
with an L2 regularisation term. The following equations are used to calculate
this L2 adjustment factor:
λi,j =

1 + log θiMi,j+ε if Wi,j ∈ Pi
−1− logMi,jθi+ε if Wi,j ∈ Ri
(9)
S(Pi) =
∑
Wi,j∈Pi
λi,j ‖vec(Wi,j)‖22 (10)
S(Ri) =
∑
Wi,j∈Ri
λi,j ‖vec(Wi,j)‖22 (11)
S(P) =
n∑
i=1
S(Pi) (12)
S(R) =
n∑
i=1
S(Ri) (13)
The cost function for training is changed with equation 14 where L0 represents
the original cost function.
L = L0 + αS(P) + τS(R) (14)
τ = −α S(P)S(R) (15)
This enables the model to penalized the weak channels and stimulate the strong
ones. This method adds two hyperparameters in the training which are α and r.
α is the regularization factor and the vector r is the target of remaining channels
in each layer.
The last weight-based method is the Progressive Soft Pruning [34] where
their pruning criteria is the same as the Hao Li method (L2 norm of the weights).
The main difference with this method is they proposed an interesting pruning
scheme that allows pruning during the finetuning step. The authors proposed
to used soft pruning which means instead of removing the channels during the
pruning, they zeroize the weights and allow these channels to be updated during
the retraining phase. This pruning scheme is very interesting since the model
keeps its original dimension during the retraining phase. The authors also pro-
13
Algorithm 1 Algorithm Description of PSFP
1: Input: training data: X
2: Input: pruning rate: Pi, pruning rate decay D
3: Input: the model with parameters M = {M(i),0 ≤ i ≤ L}
4: Initialize the model parameter M
5: for epoch = 1; epoch ≤ epochmax; epoch+ + do
6: Update the model paramters M based on X
7: for i = 1; i ≤ L; i+ + do
8: Calculate the l2−norm for each channel
9: Calculate the pruning rate P ′ at this epoch using Pi and D
10: Select the N lowest l2−norm depending on the pruning rate
11: Zeroize the weights W of the selected channels
12: end for
13: end for
14: Obtain the compact model with parameters M’ from M
15: Output: Compact model with parameters M ′
posed to add a progressive pruning scheme where at each pruning iteration, the
compression ratio is increased in order to get a shallower network. Once these
iterations of pruning and retraining are complete they do a last channel ranking
using a pruning criteria and they discard the lowest channels depending on the
compression ratio. Their pseudo code for the progressive soft pruning scheme
can be viewed in algorithm 1. In the article, they used the L1 or L2 norm of
the weights as a pruning criteria which means this method could be categorized
as a weight-based method.
The L represents the number of layers in the model, i represents the layer
number, W represents the weights of a channel and N is the number of channels
to pruned. The pruning rate P ′ is calculated at each epoch using the pruning
rate goal Pi for the corresponding layer i and the pruning rate decay D. To
calculate the pruning rate, we can use equation 16
P
′
i = a ∗ e−k∗epoch + b (16)
The a,b and k values can be calculated by solving the equation 17
0 = a+ b
Pi
4 = e
−k∗epochmax∗D + b
Pi = e
−k∗epochmax + b
(17)
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FPGM[42] is a new technique that focuses on using geometric median to
prune away output channels. A geometric median is defined as: given a set of
n points A = [a1, a2, ..., an] with ai ∈ Rd, find a point x∗ ∈ Rd that minimizes
the sum of the Euclidean distances to them:
x∗ ∈ argmin
x∈Rd
f(x) where f(x) ,
∑
i∈[1,n]
||x− ai||2 (18)
Using the Equation 18, a geometric median FGMi for all the filters of a layer
i can be found:
WGMi ∈ argmin
x∈Rnout×k∗×k
g(x)
where g(x) ,
∑
j′∈[1,nin]
||x−Wi,j′ ||2
(19)
In order to select, non-important output channels, the author proposed to
find the channels that have the same, or similiar value of WGMi which translates
to:
Wi,j∗ ∈ argmin
x∈Rnout×k∗×k
||Wi,j∗ −WGMi ||2 (20)
Since geometric median is a non-trivial problem, it’s quite computanioannly
intensive, therefore the authors propose to relax the problem by assuming that:
||Wi,j∗ −WGMi ||2 = 0 (21)
This transforms the Equation 19 to:
Wi,j∗ ∈ argmin
j∗∈Rnin×k∗×k
∑
j′∈[1,nout]
||x−Wi,j′ ||2
= argmin
j∗∈Rnin×k∗×k
g(x)
(22)
The algorithm of FPGM for the progressive soft pruning scheme can be viewed
in algorithm 2. can be summarised as:
Play And Prune [41] is an adaptive output channel pruning technique, that,
instead of focusing on a criterion, tries to find an optimal number of output
channels that can pruned away given an error tolerance rate. This technique
is min-max game of two modules, The Adaptive Filter Pruning (AFP) module
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Algorithm 2 Algorithm Description of FPGM
1: Input: training data: X
2: Input: pruning rate: P
3: Input: the model with parameters M = {M(i),0 ≤ i ≤ L}
4: Initialize the model parameter M
5: for epoch = 1; epoch ≤ epochmax; epoch+ + do
6: Update the model parameters M based on X
7: for i = 1; i ≤ L; i+ + do
8: Select the nout × P of Wi channels that satisfy Equation 22
9: Zeroize the selected channels
10: end for
11: end for
12: Obtain the compact model with parameters M’ from M
13: Output: Compact model with parameters M ′
and the Pruning Rate Controller (PRC). The goal of the AFP is to minimize
the number of output channels in the model while the PRC tries to maximize
the accuracy of the remaining set of output channels. This technique consid-
ers a model M can be partitionned into two set of important channels I and
unimportant channels U.
Ui = σtop α%(sort({|W1|, |W2|, ...|Wnout |})) (23)
Ui represents all the unimportant channels of a layer i. It is selected by
a selecting α% channels of the result of the sort operation on the L1 norm of
each output channels. Once an Ui is selected, the authors propose to add an
additional penalty to the original loss function in order to prune without loss
of accuracy while helping the pruning process. The original loss function would
then become:
Θ = argmin
Θ
(C(Θ) + λA||U||1) (24)
With C(Θ) the original cost function than try to optimize the original model
parameters. λA is the L1 regularization term. While this optimization help
pushing the channels to have zero sum of absolute weights, it can take some
epochs, therefore the authors propose an adaptive weight threshold (Wi) for
each layer i. Any channels with L1 norm below this threshold will be removed.
While this value is given by the PRC, for the first epoch, it found by using a
binary search on the histogram of sum of absolute weights. The AFP minimizes
the number of output channels in the model using Equation 24. The AFP can be
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summarized as follow: 1) Select an α% of output channles of lowest important
2) Partition them into U and I 3) Perform Equation 24 with λA given by PRC
4) Remove unimportant channels using the threshold WA given by PRC. The
loss function of AFP can be written as:
Θ′ = σ
#w∈Θ′
[P (argmin
Θ′
(C(Θ) + λA||U||1))] (25)
For the PRC, the adaptive threshold WA is updated as follow:
WA = δw × Tr ×W′A (26)
With δw the constant used to increase or decrease the pruning rate. Tr is
calculated as follow:
Tr =
{
C(#w)− (ξ − ε) : C(#w)− (ξ − ε) > 0
0 : Otherwise
(27)
The ξ is the accuracy of the unpruned network, ε is the tolerance error,
C(#w) is the accuracy of the model with the remaining filter #w. The regu-
larization constant is also computed as follow:
λA =
{
C(#w)− (ξ − ε)× λ : C(#w)− (ξ − ε) > 0
0 : Otherwise
(28)
With λ the initial regularization constant. By alternating between the AFP
and the PRC, the authors propose a system that prune at each epoch in an
adaptive and iterative way.
3.2.2. Criteria based on feature maps:
In the channel-based approach, we are going to present 3 algorithms which
are ThiNet [44], Channel Pruning [33] and Entropy Pruning [32]. The first two
algorithms have the same idea behind their pruning algorithm which is min-
imising the difference in the activation maps but they diverge with their min-
imisation technique. ThiNet’s goal is to find a subset of channels that minimise
the difference in the output at layer i+1 (feature map).
ThiNet uses greedy algorithm to find which subset of channels to eliminate
and keep the input at layer i+2 almost intact. To find the subset of channels to
pruned, the authors proposed to use a greedy algorithm where they compute the
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value for each channel in a layer and assign the lowest value to the subset. They
repeat this method until our pruning subset respects the defined compression
ratio. To calculate the input of the feature map in layer i+2, we can use the
equation 29.
Hi+1,j =
C∑
j=1
K∑
k=1
K∑
k=1
Wi,j,k,k ∗Hi,j (29)
Where i represents the layer, j the channel index and k the kernel size of the
channel. To compute the value of a channel, the authors proposed to used
equation 30
m∑
i=1
xˆ2i,j (30)
Where xˆ is equal to Wi+1,j in equation 29. This greedy method is repeated for
each layer needed to be pruned in the model.
The Channel Pruning method also as the goal to minimise the difference in
the output (feature map) but their method is to find a subset of channels with
a LASSO regression.
argmin
β,W
1
2N
∥∥∥∥∥∥Hi+1,j −
n∑
j=1
βi,jHi,jWi,j
∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
F
+ λ ‖β‖1
‖β‖0≤n′
0≤n′≤n
(31)
β represents channel mask that decides whether the channel is pruned or not.
Si if β is 0 the channel is no longer useful. The compression ratio is defined
with λ. The n represents the number of channels and n′ represents the number
of remaining channels. During the pruning iterations, the W in equation 31
is fixed which leaves us with only one variable to minimized which is β. The
LASSO regression is used to find this β mask that minimizes the difference in
the output. As in the ThiNet method, this method also requires to redo these
steps for every layer needed to be pruned.
The entropy pruning [32] method is also a layer by layer algorithm but
instead of trying to minimize the difference in the output like the two channel
methods above, they used a different criteria based on the entropy of the feature
maps produced by the channels. The idea behind their criteria is that a low
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entropy in the feature maps of a channel will most likely be less important in
the decision of the network. Their pruning algorithm for layer i could be done
in four steps.
1. Convert the activation maps H of size nout×h×w into a vector of dimen-
sion nout by using a global average pooling. nout represents the number
of output channels for the observed layer and h and w are the height and
width of the activation maps.
2. Repeat step 1 for N images in order to build a matrix M of dimension
N × nout where N is the number of samples presented. The number of
samples could be the whole training set or a subset.
3. For each channel j divide the distribution into m bins and calculate the
entropy using equation 32.
Ej = −
m∑
a=1
(palog(pa)) (32)
4. Rank the channels according to the smallest entropy value to the biggest.
Prune the x smallest channels according to the desired compression ratio.
Restarts the steps 1 to 4 for the other layers in the model.
Molchanov’s [30] pruning algorithm as the goal to minimise the cost function.
So, their technique is to approximate the change in the cost function if the
channel is pruned. Equation 33 demonstrates this idea.
|∆C(Hi,j)| = |C(D,Hi,j = 0)− C(D,Hi,j)| (33)
Where C represents the cost function and D the dataset. C(D,Hi,j = 0) is the
cost value if channel Hi,j is pruned. The idea is to find a subset of channels Hi,j
to pruned while minimizing the difference with the original Cost Function were
these channels were used. This is represented in the equation by calculating
the difference between cost function with the channels excluded and the cost
function with the channels included. Using a Taylor expansion to solve this
minimization the authors found that the difference in the cost function with the
channels pruned could be approximated with the activation (feature map) and
the gradient of the channel which can be calculated during backpropagation.
|∆C(Hi,j)| =
∣∣∣∣ δCδHi,jHi,j
∣∣∣∣ (34)
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Table 3: Comparison of rank-1 accuracy and network complexity analysis in term of GFLOPS
and Parameters taken from the literature.
Dataset CIFAR10
Feature Extractor ResNet56
Algorithm
Original Pruned
R-1 (%) GFLOPS Parameters (M) R-1 (%) FLOPS (G) Parameters (M)
Hao Li [31] 93.04 0.125 0.85 93.06 0.091 0.73
Auto-Balanced [43] 93.93 0.142 N/D 92.94 0.055 N/D
Redundant channel [40] 93.39 0.125 0.85 93.12 0.091 0.65
PP [41] 93.39 0.125 0.85 93.09 0.039 N/D
FPGM [42] 93.39 0.125 0.85 92.73 0.059 N/D
Dataset ImageNet
Feature Extractor VGG16
Algorithm
Original Pruned
R-1 (%) GFLOPS Parameters (M) R1 (%) GFLOPS Parameters (M)
ThiNet [44] 90.01 30.94 138.34 89.41 9.58 131.44
Molchanov [30] 89.30 30.96 N/D 87 11.5 N/D
HaoLi [31] 90.01 30.94 138.34 89.13 9.58 130.87
Channel Pruning [33] 90.01 30.94 138.34 88.1 7.03 131.44
Dataset ImageNet
Feature Extractor ResNet50
Algorithm
Original Pruned
R-1 (%) GFLOPS Parameters (M) R-1 (%) GFLOPS Parameters (M)
Entropy [32] 72.88 3.86 25.56 70.84 2.52 17.38
ThiNet [44] 75.30 7.72 25.56 72.03 3.41 138
FPGM [42] 75.30 7.72 25.56 74.83 3.58 N/D
Each channels ranking value is normalized using a l2-normalization. This nor-
malization is done on each layer individually in order to facilitate the comparison
between layers since this method ranks channels across all layers.
3.3. Summary of experimental results in literature:
For the channel pruning [33] they don’t specify the flops but they observed
the time required to do one forward pass. They found that they could speed up
the network by 2.5 times with an increased error of 1% on the COCO Dataset
using VGG16. Plus, in order to compare more easily, we decided to include the
results produced by ThiNet for the channel pruning method.
If we observed the Hao Li [31] which is weight-based versus the Auto-
Balanced [43] which is also weigth-based but uses a regularizartion term, we
could see that we could get higher compression ratios when using regularization.
If we compare weigth-based approaches and channel-based, we could observe
that using channel-based seems to give a higher compression while maintaining
similar results in terms of accuracy.
For the comparison between output and channel-based approaches, we could
say that their performance is sensibly similar if we look at the state of the art
methods ThiNet [44] and Molchanov [30]. The difference in FLOPS between
these two methods could probably be explained in the way they calculated them.
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3.4. Critical analysis of pruning methods:
The main difference between weight based methods and feature map based
methods is that weight based methods are not dependent of the a dataset
since weight statistic do not depend on output of a convolutional neural net-
work. Whereas, feature map based methods need a dataset in order to compute
whether the output of convolution layer or its gradients.
The chosen criteria usually depend on the desire to simplify the pruning steps
for a loss of accuracy compared to some more complex criteria that requires a lot
more computations to be able to keep a high accuracy. If training and pruning
time is an issue, i.e. in an environment that requires fast deployment, it is more
adapted to choose some simple criteria like L1 and L2 norm. But if there is
no time constraints, some more complex pruning criteria like the minimization
in the difference of activation or cost function seems to outperform the simple
criteria but will require a lot more computations and time.
Some of the techniques also differ in term how channels are pruned, some
prune layer-by-layer[31, 34] and others prune across layer[30]. One of the differ-
ence between across layer pruning and layer-by-layer pruning is the imbalance
in term of pruning. An across layer pruning does not prune each layer evenly,
it’s possible that it can prune lower level layer more than higher level and vice-
versa. Depending on how a CNN architecture is built and the pruning algorithm,
this type of pruning across layer will not end up having the reduction desired.
Where as pruning layer-by-layer can guarantee that all the layer will get pruned
therefore an more evenly reduction at each layer.
Recently, some techniques[42, 34] also adopt a new pruning method called
soft pruning. Soft pruning differs from hard pruning because soft pruning only
reset pruned channels to zero instead of completely removing them. This meant
that soft pruned channels has a chance to recover. These techniques haven been
shown to have achieved state-of-the-art performance.
3.5. Design scenarios with pruning:
Most deep learning person ReID applications use pretraining and then fine-
tune the model to the task domain. Pretraining is done a very large dataset in
order to get our CNN parameters closer to an optimal region. In most cases,
the CNN’s are pretrained on ImageNet since this dataset as a large amount of
training samples of different classes which improves the model generalization
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Figure 3: Scenarios for pruning and training a CNN.
ability. In person ReID, pretrained models have proven to be more successful
than models that were trained from scratch directly on the task dataset. Once
the model has been pretrained, the next step is finetuning the model. Fine-
tuning is used to map the model’s parameters from our pretraining domain to
our task domain. In order to do so, it is crucial that our task dataset is not so
different from our pretraining dataset. Finetuning is a complex step to achieve
this is why the paper [45] came up with the best finetuning practices depending
on the differences of the pretraining dataset and the domain dataset. In this
article, they proposed to compute a similarity score between the pretraining
set and the task dataset in order to guide the finetuning from one domain to
a another. They proposed to calculate two metrics to measure the similarity.
The first one is the cosine distance and the second one is MMD which is the
euclidean distance. To calculate these metrics, they proposed to average the
feature embedding of each dataset and calculate the metrics between the two
vectors. Using these calculated metrics and the number of samples for each
class in the domain dataset, the authors proposed to either train the whole net-
work or freeze the feature extractor and finetune the classifier. Based on these
measurements, this survey finds to finetune all the layers for all the datasets.
Pruning neural networks can be done in both steps of training (pretrain or
finetune) our models. We concluded that there are 4 possible scenarios for
pruning as shown in Figure 3. The first scenario, which is the one that will
be used in our experimental part, is to prune our CNN on the pretraining
dataset. The idea behind this scenario is to use a much larger dataset to guide
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our selection of the least important channels. The second scenario is to prune
on the pretraining set after the finetuning until our performance metrics are
in an acceptable region and then prune again on the task dataset. The goal
of this strategy is to remove channels that are not contributing to our task
while keeping the ones that are. The third scenario is where we only pruned
on our task dataset after the finetuning. The objective of this scenario is to
accelerate the training time since pruning and retraining on a large dataset
is time consuming. Finally, the last scenario is to prune on the task dataset
before doing the finetuning. Once again, this scenario goal is to accelerate the
training time of the model. Our goal is to also determine which scenario is the
most optimal to reduce the complexity of the model while maintaining a good
performance on our task.
The progressive soft pruning method is a very interesting pruning scheme
since we’re able to prune the model while doing are finetuning steps. This prun-
ing scheme seems advantageous in terms of training time since we’re combining
the prune, retrain and finetuning steps into one. Progressive soft pruning in
Figure 3 would be represented by combining the prune and retrain in one box
for Scenario 1. For Scenario 2 and 3, the finetune, prune and retrain would
be combined into one box. As for the Scenario 4, this would not be applicable
for the PSFP since the pruning, retrain, finetuning is one step so it would be
impossible to prune the network by ranking the channels with the task dataset
and then finetune the network.
4. Experimental Methodology
In this section, we present the experimental methodology used to validate
the pruning model. Our experiments is divided into two main parts. First,
we experiment on a large-scale dataset, i.e. ImageNet, in order to find the
best pruning methods using the same experimental protocol. The second part
of these experiments will be to test the pruning algorithms on a person re-
identification problem to find the advantage of using a pruned model compared
to smaller model. The following section will present the experimental methodol-
ogy such as the datasets, the evaluation metrics and the experiments algorithm.
The results for the pruning on the ImageNet dataset and ReID datasets will
also be presented.
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4.1. Datasets:
Four publicly available datasets are considered for the experiments, namely
Imagenet [46], Market1501 [35], DukeMTMC-reID [37] and CUHK03-NP [36].
Imagenet, a larg-scale dataset, is used as pre-trained dataset and rest of the other
datasets (small-scale) are used for the experiments of person re-identifications.
• ImageNet (ILSVRC2012) [46] is composed of two parts. The first part
is used for training the model and the second part is used for valida-
tion/testing. There is 1.2M images for training and 50k for validation.
The ILSVRC2012 dataset contains 1000 classes of natural images.
• Market-1501 [35] is one of the largest public benchmark datasets for
person re-identification. It contains 1501 identities which are captured
by six different cameras, and 32,668 pedestrian image bounding-boxes
obtained using the Deformable Part Models (DPM) pedestrian detector.
Each person has 3.6 images on average at each viewpoint. The dataset
is split into two parts: 750 identities are utilized for training and the
remaining 751 identities are used for testing. We follow the official testing
protocol where 3,368 query images are selected as probe set to find the
correct match across 19,732 reference gallery images.
• CUHK03-NP [36] consists of 14,096 images of 1,467 identities. Each
person is captured using two cameras on the CUHK campus, and has an
average of 4.8 images in each camera. The dataset provides both manually
labeled bounding boxes and DPM-detected bounding boxes. In this paper,
both experimental results on labeled and detected data are presented. We
follow the new training protocol proposed in [47], similar to partitions of
Market1501 dataset. The new protocol splits the dataset into training and
testing sets, which consist of 767 and 700 identities, respectively.
• DukeMTMC-reID [37] is constructed from the multi-camera tracking
dataset DukeMTMC. It contains 1,812 identities. We follow the standard
splitting protocol proposed in [48] where 702 identities are used as the
training set and the remaining 1,110 identities as the testing set.
4.2. Pruning methods:
For our experiments, we compare five pruning methods in order to deter-
mined which technique gives the best compression ratio while maintaining a
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good performance on person ReID task. Our choice was based on the following
criteria: article results, most of the families of the taxonomy are represented
and the complexity for the ranking and the implementation. We selected Hao
Li [31] and Entropy [32] as they rely on the techniques that prune the network
only one time and then finetune the network. Although Molchanov [30] uses
iterative pruning techniques, we chose this method for our experiments because
of its theoretical explanation and requires single compression ratio. We choose
to experiment with Auto-Balanced algorithm [43] because pruning is done by
adding regularization term to original loss function in order to leave the prun-
ing process for the optimization. We’ve also decided to try the Progressive
Soft Pruning [34] method since it directly prune from scratch and progressively
prune during training which is suitable test on our target operational domain.
Implementation Details. For all the datasets, images are resized to 256×
128. Like many state-of-art ReID approaches [3, 5, 6, 7, 8], we use ResNet50
[9] as the backbone architecture, where the final layer is removed to get a 2048
feature representation. We apply all the pruning method on the ResNet50
architecture. In order to be able to compare the four algorithms more easily, we
decided to come up with a pruning schedule that would be similar for all the
methods. First of all, we decided to prune around 5% of the total number of
channels at each iteration. This number was decided in order to accelerate the
pruning iterations by pruning a good number of channels but small enough not
to prune too much of the model at once which would greatly affect the accuracy
and the retraining time. We also decided to only prune the first two layers of
every residual block. The last layer of convolutional block is discarded since
the residual part dimension is going to be changed and we cannot pruned this
residual part with the same index has the last convolutional layer of the block.
For the layer-by-layer methods, we chose to used a single compression rate for
every layer in order to simplify our experiments and our comparison between
the methods. For each pruning iteration, we decided to use 1 epoch for the
ranking of the channels and 4 epochs for retraining before moving to the next
iteration.
This pruning schedule was used for every method on ImageNet in order to
produced our pruned models that would be used in the person ReID experi-
ments. We’ve discarded the pruning iterations where the accuracy was too low
since there was no advantage of using these networks for our task. Once our
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pruning was done for every method, we retrained every model on ImageNet for
around 25 epochs to regain the loss of accuracy cause by the pruning. Each of
our pruned models was then finetune on the ReID datasets. We also finetuned
pretrained ResNet18 and ResNet34 on these ReID datasets in order to compare
the advantages of using pruned models compared to shallower networks.
4.3. Performance metrics::
Following the common trend of evaluation [3, 5, 6, 7, 8], we use the rank-
01 accuracy of the cumulative matching characteristics (CMC), and the mean
average precision (mAP) to evaluate the ReID accuracy. he CMC represents
the expectation of finding a correct match in the top n ranks. When multiple
ground truth matches are available, then CMC cannot measure how well the
gallery images are ranked. Thus, we also report the mAP scores.
As the state-of-the-art pruning methods [31, 32, 33, 34], the FLOPS’s metric
is used to calculate the models complexity in terms of computational operations.
To compare the different models during our experiments, we decided to calculate
the number of FLOPS necessary to process one image through the model. We
chose to compare the number of FLOPS since the processing time depends
on the material used. The FLOPS is also a better metric than the number
of pruned channels since a pruned channel at the beginning of the network
will reduced considerably more the total number of FLOPS than a later layer
channel since the image dimension is reduced throughout the network. We also
use the number of parameters metric to be able to compare models in terms of
memory consumption to save the trained model. This metric was calculated by
summing the number of weights needed throughout the model.
5. Experimental Results and Discussion
5.1. Pruning on pre-training data:
Table 4 shows the performance of baseline and pruned ResNet CNNs (back-
bone ResNet50 and smaller ResNet 18 and ResNet34 networks) on the ImageNet
dataset. Results in this table provides an indication of the benefits of pruning
only on a large source domain pre-training dataset. Results suggests that there
are not much variations in the results of the pruning techniques. The similar-
ity in the results indicates that efficient pruning techniques rely heavily on the
availability of the large-scale datasets. Since used a large scale dataset in this
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Table 4: Rank-1 accuracy and complexity of baseline and pruned ResNet CNNs on ImageNet
data [49].
Performance measures
Networks Rank-1 (%) GFLOPS Parameters (M)
ResNet50 76,01 6,32 23,48
ResNet34 73,27 6,67 21,28
ResNet18 69,64 3,09 11,12
HaoLi 71,85 2,96 11,90
Molchanov 71,65 3,21 12,09
AutoBalanced 71,97 2,96 11,90
Entropy 71,46 2,96 11,90
PSFP 71,57 2,96 11,90
experimental evaluation, ranking done by each technique is probably very simi-
lar even though the ranking metric is different. Pruning results with ResNet50
amd half the FLOPS are very similar to the state of the art without prun-
ing. For example, using ThiNet [44] provides a compressed network that yields
rank-1 accuracy of around 72% for half the FLOPS. Results with pruned net-
works provide better accuracy than the smaller ResNet18 while having similar
computational complexity and memory consumption.
For person reID datasets, we attempt to preserve the same pruning com-
pression ratio for fair comparison. The pruning compression ( around 50%) was
chosen by taking the highest compression level while minimizing the difference
in the results between the baseline and the pruned models. We also prune same
number of filters per layer, same number of pruning iteration and same fine-
tuning iteration, layer-by-layer. Across layers is not same, 50% filter gone, 5%
filter at iteration, stopping condition is 50% pruned away.
Table 5 reports the results for Market-1501, DukeMTMC-reID and CUHK03-
NP re-identifications. The reported results are for Scenario 1. Molchanov has
higher FLOPS and a higher number of parameters than the other methods
which would probably lead to a slower model and more consuming in terms of
memory. Out of the 5 methods, the Hao Li method seems to be working the
best by having the best or close to the best on the three datasets.
The pruned models also have a low loss in terms of accuracy while reducing
considerably the number of FLOPS and parameters. Pruned model are faster
than backbone ResNet50 network while having similar performance (around
1%). Plus, the pruned models have a similar number of FLOPS and parameters
to ResNet18 while having better results on the three performance metrics. This
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Table 5: Accuracy and complexity of baseline and pruning Siamese networks on ReID datasets.
Mean average precision (mAP) and rank-01 accuracy (R-1) are shown in percentage (%).
Market-1501 DukeMTMC CUHK03-NP
Networks Parameters GFLOPS mAP R-1 mAP R-1 mAP R-1
ResNet50 23.48 6.32 69.16 85.07 59.46 76.39 47.57 48.43
ResNet34 21.28 6.67 67.44 84.09 58.36 75.45 45.51 47.14
ResNet18 11.12 3.09 61.23 81.18 52.07 71.63 38.27 39.57
HaoLi 11.90 2.96 67.04 84.71 57.51 75.00 44.08 46.50
Molchanov 12.09 3.21 66.35 84.44 57.90 75.72 44.40 46.21
AutoBalanced 11.90 2.96 65.46 83.64 56.45 74.64 41.85 44.21
Entropy 11.90 2.96 65.16 82.39 56.64 74.64 42.44 44.07
PSFP 11.90 2.96 65.92 83.72 56.96 74.66 42.38 45.58
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Figure 4: Comparative ReID performance analysis of the pruning methods for all the ReID
datasets: (a,c,e) mAP vs GFLOPS and (b,d,f) Parameters vs Rank-01.
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Table 6: Comparison of network complexity (Parameters & GFLOPS), mAP and rank-1
accuracy with different pruning Scenarios on all the ReID datasets.
Market-1501 DukeMTMC-reID CUHK03-NP
Methods Scenarios mAP R-1 GFLs. Param. mAP R-1 GFLs. Param. mAP R-1 GFLs. Param.
HaoLi 67.04 84.71 2.96 11.90 57.51 75.00 2.96 11.90 44.08 46.5 2.96 11.90
Molchanov 66.35 84.44 3.21 12.09 57.90 75.72 3.21 12.09 44.40 46.21 3.21 12.09
Entropy Scenario 1 65.16 82.39 2.96 11.90 56.64 74.64 2.96 11.90 42.44 44.07 2.96 11.90
Auto-Balanced 65.46 83.64 2.96 11.90 56.45 74.64 2.96 11.90 41.85 44.21 2.96 11.90
PSFP 65.92 83.72 2.96 11.90 56.96 74.66 2.96 11.90 42.38 45.58 2.96 11.90
HaoLi 49.18 70.67 2.09 8.95 40.91 61.67 2.09 8.95 26.29 27.36 2.09 8.95
Molchanov 32.03 53.92 2.11 8.31 23.54 40.44 2.02 7.99 13.61 13.14 2.05 8.09
Entropy Scenario 2 7.38 17.31 2.09 8.95 2.34 6.78 2.09 8.95 7.83 7.29 2.09 8.95
Auto-Balanced 47.36 68.74 2.09 8.95 43.19 64.14 2.09 8.95 26.69 27.36 2.09 8.95
PSFP 65.03 80.85 2.09 8.95 53.05 73.20 2.09 8.95 42.19 43.86 2.09 8.95
HaoLi 67.44 84.23 5.08 19.17 57.16 74.28 5.08 19.17 44.73 47.86 5.08 19.17
Molchanov 63.29 81.38 5.28 19.6 44.14 63.33 4.98 18.53 36.91 38.86 4.96 18.46
Entropy Scenario 3 60.27 79.99 5.08 19.17 52.62 71.72 5.08 19.17 38.5 40.14 5.08 19.17
Auto-Balanced 67.49 84.26 5.08 19.17 58.14 75.27 5.08 19.17 46.54 48.07 5.08 19.17
PSFP 67.68 84.78 5.08 19.17 57.51 74.87 5.08 19.17 46.25 48.2 5.08 19.17
HaoLi 31.41 55.7 5.08 19.17 27.94 48.79 5.08 19.17 14.97 16.07 5.08 19.17
Molchanov 6.39 12.89 5.14 19.1 1.18 2.29 4.80 17.89 6.28 5.71 4.93 18.35
Entropy Scenario 4 25.41 46.35 5.08 19.17 21.08 41.16 5.08 19.17 11.31 11.64 5.08 19.17
Auto-Balanced 59.27 78.80 5.08 19.17 49.64 67.77 5.08 19.17 36.67 38.79 5.08 19.17
PSFP N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
means that pruning a larger model is more advantageous than using a shallower
model.
To get a more global view of these results, we refer to the supplementary
material to see the complete result tables for each pruning iteration. Plus, the
graphics in Figures 4 also shows us visually which models are better where the
optimal placement would be top right and the worse would be bottom left.
There are two graphics for each dataset where the first one presents the mAP
vs FLOPS and the second one presents Rank1 vs Parameters.
5.2. Pruning on target application data:
Table 6 reports the experimental evaluations of all the scenarios. For fair
comparison, we chose to keep the compression ratio to 5% of the total number
of channels. Our Scenario 2 results are produced using the HaoLi Iteration 3
model as the model pruned on the pretraining dataset. Using the same model
for the 4 techniques gives us a better idea on which pruning technique is the
best when we pruned directly on our task dataset.
As we can observe in Table 6, the results with pruning directly on the target
operational domain are not as good as our results with the pre-training dataset
pruning. We can make following observations from these results: (1) pruning
and finetuning should done on the same domain as in the case of Scenario 1
and Scenario 3, no matter whether it is source or target operational domain;
(2) lack of data in target domain effect the pruning accuracy to regain the
information loss by the pruning of the weak channels; (3) with the large-scale
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source dataset and the Hao Li method, we were able to pruned our model to
the same number of FLOPS as Scenario 2 (2.09 GFLOPS) but our Rank1
accuracy was 81.95% instead of 70.67%. The Hao Li method also seems to be
better suited to pruned directly on the task dataset compared to Molchanov
and Entropy. This might be explained by the fact we don’t have many samples
per person since Molchanov and Entropy approach uses a subset of samples
to determine which channels to pruned compared to the Hao Li method that
ranks the channels with their weights; (4) Scenario 4 is not viable since all
methods performance drop drastically. (5) as for the Auto-Balanced and the
PSFP techniques, they seem to outperform the other methods. This could be
explained by the fact that auto-balanced modifies the loss in order to transfer the
information of the pruned channels to the remaining this one. This scheme seems
to help considerably when our number of samples is limited. The PSFP seems to
be the best suited algorithm to pruned models on a limited dataset. This can
probably be explained by the fact that we only zeroized the pruned channels
which keeps the model architecture which allows the recovery of certains soft-
pruned channels during the fine-tuning phrase. Our results with the PSFP also
very similar to the ones obtain with the Scenario 1 scheme where we prune
our models on the large-scale source dataset and then finetune on our task
domain dataset. The great advantage of this method is the fact we can prune
and finetune our models in the same step. Plus, we’re skipping the slow step of
pruning on the very large ImageNet dataset.
To compare the scenarios further, we used two compression ratios which are
around half the FLOPS (C1) and around one third (C2) of the FLOPS of the
original ResNet50 model. The Scenario 2 model for the first compression is
using the second iteration Hao Li model as the model pruned on ImageNet. As
for the second compression, We’re using the third iteration. The results for the
following experiments are found in Tables 7, 8 and 9.
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Table 7: Comparison of network complexity (Parameters & GFLOPS), mAP and rank-1 ac-
curacy with different pruning compression ratios of different scenarios on Market1501 dataset.
Scenarios Param. GFLOPS
HaoLi Auto-Balanced PSFP
mAP (%) Rank 1 (%) mAP (%) Rank 1 (%) mAP(%) Rank 1 (%)
Scenario 1 (C1) 11.90 2.96 67.04 84.71 65.46 83.64 65.92 83.72
Scenario 2 (C1) 11.90 2.96 47.46 69.36 47.57 70.46 65.55 82.69
Scenario 3 (C1) 11.90 2.96 53.22 72.21 54.73 74.05 65.88 82.19
Scenario 1 (C2) 8.95 2.09 63.63 81.95 63.16 81.29 63.58 82.47
Scenario 2 (C2) 8.95 2.09 49.18 70.67 47.36 68.74 65.03 80.85
Scenario 3 (C2) 8.95 2.09 41.93 62.62 48.30 69.00 65.88 82.91
Table 8: Comparison of network complexity (Parameters & GFLOPS), mAP and rank-1
accuracy with different pruning compression ratios of different scenarios on DukeMTMC-reID
dataset.
Scenarios Param. GFLOPS
HaoLi Auto-Balanced PSFP
mAP (%) Rank 1 (%) mAP (%) Rank 1 (%) mAP(%) Rank 1 (%)
Scenario 1 (C1) 11.90 2.96 57.51 75.00 56.64 74.64 56.96 74.66
Scenario 2 (C1) 11.90 2.96 40.60 59.47 41.09 61.09 53.71 71.90
Scenario 3 (C1) 11.90 2.96 46.88 65.93 45.54 66.16 56.62 74.09
Scenario 1 (C2) 8.95 2.09 55.35 74.69 55.10 72.94 55.22 73.57
Scenario 2 (C2) 8.95 2.09 40.91 61.67 43.19 64.14 53.05 73.20
Scenario 3 (C2) 8.95 2.09 39.17 58.71 34.80 54.58 56.77 73.38
Table 9: Comparison of network complexity (Parameters & GFLOPS), mAP and rank-1
accuracy with different pruning compression ratios of different scenarios on CUHK03-NP
dataset.
Scenarios Param. GFLOPS
HaoLi Auto-Balanced PSFP
mAP (%) Rank 1 (%) mAP (%) Rank 1 (%) mAP(%) Rank 1 (%)
Scenario 1 (C1) 11.90 2.96 44.08 46.50 41.85 44.21 42.38 45.58
Scenario 2 (C1) 11.90 2.96 27.23 28.43 27.44 29.57 40.47 45.00
Scenario 3 (C1) 11.90 2.96 33.57 36.07 33.34 35.29 40.66 44.57
Scenario 1 (C2) 8.95 2.09 37.83 39.71 38.51 40.57 38.76 40.52
Scenario 2 (C2) 8.95 2.09 26.29 27.36 26.69 27.36 42.19 43.86
Scenario 3 (C2) 8.95 2.09 26.79 28.29 26.50 27.14 40.31 40.14
Tables 7, 8 and 9 shows us that Scenario 1 is truly the best one since all
the results outperform the other ones for any method and any dataset. As for
the comparison between the Scenario 2 and 3, the conclusion to determine
which one is better is hard to make since Scenario 2 can be done using many
configurations to get to a model similar to the one in Scenario 3. We could
either prune more on the large-scale source dataset or prune less. The Scenario
2 results are also affected by the choice of the pruned model on the large-scale
source set. Our first compression results using the second iteration of the Hao
Li method our less good than pruning only on the target operational dataset
(Scenario 3). But using the third iteration as shown in the second compression
results, our Scenario 2 results are better than our Scenario 3 results.
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To further analysis the pruning on target operational domain, we apply the
best finetuning practices proposed by Mr. Chu [45] presented in section 3.5.
we’ve calculated their metrics for ImageNet and Market11501 and got 0.005 for
the cosine distance and 2.45 for MMD. With these metrics and the fact that
Market1501 has fewer than 20 samples for each class, the authors proposed to
freeze the feature extractor during the finetuning to avoid over fitting since our
task dataset is small and close to our large-scale pretraining dataset. Since
our problem of a small dataset was showing during the retraining phase of the
pruned network, we decided to try prune one layer at a time and freeze the
others during the retraining phase. The goal of this strategy is to force the
pruned layers to relearned the loss information while maintaining the other
layers in the same optimal region as the baseline model. This method was tried
for Scenario 2 with the Hao Li method. We decided to prune the layer 5 of
the ResNet50 while freezing the rest of the network. The model was pruned
to 2.61 GFLOPS and the rank1 accuracy was 76.10%. This experiment shows
that we could limit the effects of pruning by using a layer by layer approach
and freezing the other layers to regain the accuracy. The problem with this
scheme is that its not very effective time wise since it’s a long and fastidious
task to prune and retrain to the desired compression ratio for each layer instead
of doing the whole model in one pass.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we provide a survey of different state-of-the-art pruning ap-
proaches that are suitable for compressing Siamese networks for person ReID
application in terms of criteria to select channels, and of strategies to reduce
channels. In addition to that, we propose different scenarios or pipelines for
leveraging a pruning method during the deployment of a network for a target
application. Experimental evaluations on multiple benchmarks source and tar-
get datasets indicate that pruning can considerably reduce network complexity
(number of FLOPS and parameters) while maintaining a high level of accu-
racy. It also suggests that pruning larger CNNs can also provide a significantly
better performance than fine-tuning smaller ones. One key observation of the
scenario based experimental evaluations is that pruning and fine-tuning should
be performed in the same domain.
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Future experiments could use smaller pruning iterations in order to reduced
the impact of pruning on knowledge corruption. The retraining of the pruned
networks could also be improved by adding a learning rate decay. Using layer-by-
layer methods, with different compression ratios for each layer can improve the
results since some layers are more resilient to pruning than others. Techniques
for freezing parts of the network can improve accuracy but drastically increase
the time complexity for pruning and retraining phases. The soft pruning method
could also benefit from better selection criteria, e.g., using a gradient based
approach instead of the norm of the channel weights. Finally, another interesting
future experiment would be to avoid costly pruning on large pre-training dataset
and only use the progressive soft pruning scheme to see if can get similar results
with higher compression ratios.
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